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a. Lighthouses

Watch the waves go up and down

I'm afraid I'm gonna drown

sometimes I lose my direction

I'm afraid I smash to ground

Lighthouses

at the open sea

they tell us

where we're gonna be

Images of land and home

all the things I've ever known

visions of the rays of light

tells me I will be alright

Lighthouses

at the open sea

they tell us

where we're gonna be

b. Signals

Signals coming through

on the radio

voices from the past

tell it's gonna last

Signals, we're watching

signals, we're listening

signals, I'm tuning

I turn the knob again

Signals fading out

on the radio

voices from afar

shouting in thin air

Signals, we're watching

signals, we're listening

signals, I'm tuning

I turn the knob again
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c. Don't you dare me

We play a little game

look into the abyss

I'm calling you a name

the flames are getting higher

Don't you dare me

don't you scare me

don't you walk on by

don't you make me cry

I want to know your game

look into the void

I want to feel your flame

the abyss' getting deeper

Don't you dare me

don't you scare me

don't you walk on by

don't you make me cry

d. Call of the Void (instrumental)

e. Secrets

The secrets' piling up in me

I'm just about to blow apart

how can you walk around

pretending there is nothing

wrong

Secrets, tell me your secrets

secret number, secret address

do you want to know a secret

I believe you are stalking me

The secrets' melting down in me

I'm just a blob on the floor

how can you walk around

pretending there is nothing

wrong

Secrets, tell me your secrets

secret number, secret address

do you want to know a secret

I believe you are stalking me

f. Foggy mind (instrumental)
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g. Run away

I'm drawn to the light

like a moth to a flame

especially in the night

this is not, not a game

I run, run, run, keep running

away

away, away, keep running away

the flames will eat, devour me

I'm lightning up and rush to the

ground

Run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

Keep running away

keep running away

keep running away

run, run, run, run away

I run from the light

It's a hard dreadful fight

the light sweeps, sweeps the sky

and it draws, draws me in

I run, run, run, keep running

away

away, away, keep running away

the flames will eat, devour me

I'm lightning up and rush to the

ground

Run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

run, run, run, run away

Keep running away

keep running away

keep running away

run, run, run, run away

h. Floating (instrumental)
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i. On the way back home

On the way back home

I stumble and I hurt my knee

I can hardly walk

I can hardly talk, but cry

On the way back home

the night is dark and cold

I am traveling bold

the light is sweeping the waves

On the way back home

I'm crawling and I have to creep

I can just get by

if I start to run and fly

On the way back home

the night is dark and cold

I am traveling bold

the light is sweeping the waves

On the way back home

the night is dark and cold

I am traveling bold

the light is sweeping the waves

i. Lighthouses (reprise)

Entering the red phone booth

how I need a teleport

I am dialing up my secret

I am dialing up my home

Lighthouses

at the open sea

they tell us

where we're gonna be

Lighthouses

at the open sea

they tell us

where we're gonna be
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